BIO DISC BENEFITS
Improves taste of all liquids
Increases drinking water energy level
Increases body energy level
Maximizes nutritional benefits
Improves taste
Extends shelf life of all vegetables, fruits and meats
Improves wellness
Enhances immune system
Rejuvenates cells,
Increases blood oxygen levels
Calms and balances
Assists in pain relief
Enhances potency of food supplements - increasing the hydration levels of the drinking water taken with the
supplements
The healing power of Bio Disc has proven to amazingly balance the yin and yang and cure various syndromes
such as autism, diabetes, high blood pressure, high level of cholesterol, high level of uric acid, migraines, pains,
swelling and inflammation, rheumatism, stiff neck, leg cramp, stomachache, headache, asthma, kidney problem,
allergy, jet lag, fatigue, muscular pains, stresses, and more….
BIO DISC FAQS

1. What is the Bio Disc?
The Bio Disc is a natural energy generating device. The energy created specifically rejuvenates molecular structures in all
liquids. The molecular structure causes any liquid to become more hydracious, taste better and extend shelf life. Placed in
a refrigerator the Bio Discs’ energy frequency permeates the refrigerator; all liquids, meat and fruit will taste better and
have extended shelf lives. The renewed molecular chains are similar to those found in healthy natural spring water. Like
fruit and vegetables the body slowly also loses molecular chains as we age they can be re-energized at a molecular level
to provide energy, using the Bio Disc. The hydracious nature of water is important to wellness; molecular structured
water carries improved oxygen flow to the blood, assists in detoxification of free radicals, improves liver detoxification,
and improves nutrient absorption by the body. The natural energy of the Bio Disc improves sleep patterns when placed
under the bed, improves the positive chi energy of the body when worn or carried in a bag. It has also been known to
remove pain when the sun’s rays are reflected through it.
2. What is it made of?
Technically engineered natural minerals are fused and structurally bonded together at a molecular level, using several
high heat fusion methods. This combination of minerals and fusion techniques produces a catalytic conversion of energy,
developing a long-lasting natural resonance which has the ability to be transferred to any liquid, renewing the natural
molecular chains.
3. How does it work?
The beta rhythm frequency spins in an anti-clockwise direction and like other energy waves it can influence inert objects.
For instance a magnetic field can influence metal objects and an x-ray can influence a film strip. Likewise, beta rhythms
at the correct frequency and spin velocity will influence liquids.
4. What kind of minerals are in the Bio Disc? How many of them?

The glass body of the Bio Disc houses 13 minerals (listed below) which are locked into it by high heat fusion engineering
techniques. Each mineral grain has its own individual shape and size that when combined with the other minerals,
through a catalytic conversion, generates the spinning resonance we call chi energy.
*CALCIUM----IRON----MAGNESIUM----PHOSPHORUS----ZINC----CHROMIUM----COPPER----IODINE---MANGANESE----MOLYBDENUM----SELENIUM----FLOURIDE
5. How does the energy transfer to the water using the Bio Disc?
The Bio Disc energy spins into the liquid, counter clockwise, or the liquid can be poured over the Bio Disc where it picks
up the resonance. The resonance generated is similar to that which is found in the earth surrounding many healing spring
waters of the world. At the moment scientists can’t understand why liquids behave differently and positively in the energy
field. Much research is now focused on this fact as 70% of our bodies are made from water and it’s important to nourish
the body with the correct molecular structured water.
6. Is there any expiry date?
We expect the Bio Disc energy to last 15 years as recent tests on the original pre-production test units made several
years ago show that they have actually increased in energy levels. Unlike a magnet, the resonance is not affected by the
earth’s gravitational pull.
7. What would be the effect after the expiry date?
When the Bio Disc fails, it will not have the ability to change the taste of any fruit or liquid. Please see answer nine to test
your Bio Disc’s energy power.
8. What proof is there that the Bio Disc actually turns the water into liquid energy?
There are a number of ways to test if the energy level is positive, present and effective.
By using any energy life force measurement machine. (The better ones are commercially used such as Prognos
and Medec.)
By using a dark filed blood photo sampler.
By using a simple taste bud (your taste buds) test, visual and other sensitive body sensors as follows:
1. Slice a lemon and lime
2. Pour two glasses of liquor or wine
3. Place the lemon and lime on the Bio Disc along with the glass of wine or liquor
4. Stand the duplicate items 5 m away from the Bio Disc
5. Allow 20 minutes to elapse
6. Visually check the cell structure of the fruit. The slices on the Bio Disc will look fresher and younger.
7. Smell the liquor or wine – The one on the Bio Disc will smell softer and sweeter.
8. Now taste the samples. From the Bio Disc first as they are fresher, have less acid and are sweeter than the
original samples.
9. How do you know that it is actually changing into liquid energy? Do the same tests using the energy water
you have made over night. It should be standing on the Bio Disc. Now pour four glasses of water and place
the sliced lemon and lime as well as the liquor in the center of the four glasses. Allow 20 minutes to elapse
and conduct the same tests.
9. Do you have any International organization approve or recognize your bio technology on the Bio Discs
such as FDA?
The Bio Disc is based on the facts and theories of Quantum Physics. There are no known tests or approval bodies to date
as the science is so far advanced of modern day technology. What we can say is that it does not contain radioactive
elements that are harmful to the human body and it contains potassium which is used in the functioning of the nervous
system, heart and the brain. All the tests carried out so far using Prognos and Medec machines prove that the wellness of
the body is improved simply by drinking water that was placed on the Bio Disc. In Traditional Chinese Medicine the Bio
Disc has also shown to be a wellness tool as it balances the chakras, unblocks the meridians and brings the yin and yang
into alignment.
10. How far can the energy transfer? What is the area covered?
The energy field is measurable 70 m vertically up and down and 20 m in circumference.

The effective field of change is 5 m sq.
11. Can I use it to improve sleep? How should I do it?
Sleep disruption is caused by many things; one such effect of poor or restless sleep is caused by E-Smog. These impulses
are not dissimilar to cell phone frequencies; in this case they are generated from electrical cables hidden in walls and
ceilings. By placing the Bio Disc in the center of the bed (on the floor mid-way between head and feet) the gentle
frequency of the Bio Disc dispels the E-Smog effect on the body.
12. Can I use it to heal my knee pain and gout? How should I do it?
Pain is caused by many things. Inflammation can be a cause of pain. By drinking the Bio Disc treated water this will
detoxify the body and can reduce swelling and pain. Holding the Bio Disc to the sun causes refraction of the suns far
infrared rays. These in turn have been known to heal pain. Simply place the Bio Disc in a position where the sun’s rays
refract through the Bio Disc (showing the exact logo on the body). There is no need to remove any clothing as the far
rays will penetrate all surfaces. Turn the Bio Disc anti clockwise while refracting the sun’s rays. Continue this action for
fifteen minutes. If the pain has not subsided seek medical advice.
13. How does it work with chlorinated water?
Chlorine has been shown to destroy life. Fish and plants cannot live with it and it has been banned from German drinking
water for several years. If your supply of water contains chlorine then one can simply stand a bottle of chlorinated water
on the Bio Disc overnight. The new molecular structure of the water will remove the smell, taste and odor of
chlorine. Yet the chlorine is still effective but in this case the fish can live and plants will grow.
14. How does it increase the oxygen in the water?
There is no significant testable increase in the dissolved oxygen levels of the water. However, the new molecular
structure locks in the oxygen molecules at a cellular level. That is to say – when you drink this water the body’s cells can
easily absorb the oxygen within the liquid. This is easily detected by a blood test sample or a Prognos machine. This is
different from manufactured oxygen water where most of the oxygen is dissolved by the stomach acids.
15. How does it change the tastes of food and drinks in the refrigerator?
This is due to the fact that the body’s own molecular structure (DNA) can link with the liquid’s biotechnology molecular
structure via the taste bud sensors. Instead of having to taste every part of the liquid, the taste buds only taste or select
‘what they like’.
16. How does it prevent Jetlag?
Wetter liquids allow the body’s organs to absorb water, thus increasing hydration. Locked within the natural molecular
structure are thousands of molecular clusters. The body’s organs can hydrate and absorb the liquid more easily. In
addition the surface tension of the water has been removed (bio film) which adds to the hydration affect.
Increased oxygen potential – Increasing oxygen in the blood cells exponentially increases energy levels. The natural
molecular structure locks in the oxygen and other gases within the liquid into quantum suspension. These gases cannot
evaporate, as they are part of the liquid. This in turn allows the body’s DNA to absorb oxygen at much higher levels.
17. What other benefits can I expect from the Bio Disc?
Increased perceivable energy levels are obtained simply by standing under the Bio Disc while showering. The body can
absorb the energy water through the skin, creating head to toe effects. People feel positive and energetic most of the day
after showering under the Bio Disc.
18. What is the difference between your Bio Disc and the Ozone Water Treatment System, Diamond Water
Treatment System and Oxygenated Water?
The systems mentioned are in the main filtration systems which sanitize and sterilize water, the Bio Disc does neither. It
simply adds a positive energy into the chosen drinking water, making as much or as little as is needed. The Bio Disc also
positively effects food and fruit.

